Lesson Plan: Listening Comprehension: Talk by Climate Activist, Greta Thunberg

Answer Key:
1. c
2. a
3. d
4. Asperger’s, OCD, selective mutism
5. She can only classify things as black and white and is not good at lying
6. 15%
7. IPCC and the Paris Report
8. Media persons, politicians, common people, and some climate scientists
9. Sixth mass extinction, 200 species
10. Rich countries need to cut down on their emissions so that poorer countries can increase their standards of living and build infrastructure already available in rich countries
11. b
12. To show that action on climate change is required now or future generations will blame the current generation for their condition
13. a
14. Because we already know the facts; now it is time to act/ There may not be a future, so what is the point studying for it
15. d